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D€ql_giorr-rnaking with Learning Pictures

The primany reason for charting is to be able to make fnequent decisions
about the effects ofrand if necessary, changes in "lS[ Plans. A schedule
of bi-weekly (eveny othen week) desisions based on leanning pictures is one
of the best ways of maintaining efficient use of chants. We need about 7 to 10
data-days on the chant in orden to make a neliable decision, so a bi-weekly
schedule is best fon decision-making with any panticular chant. But since itfs
best to do things negulanly (i.e., every week on the same day) in orden to
f'keep in the habitrt'we divide oun-chants into2 gnoups and altennate groups
of chants fon decision-rh'aking fnoffi week to week.
Leanning Pictunes ane the Eraphic patterns fonmed on the Chant by about
7 to 10 closely spaced data-days (on data-weeks on weekly chants). There
are many kinds of learning pictunes, but they can usually be sorted into those
showing A""glb (accelenating connects and/on decelerating ennors on skips),
those indicating Mainbnance (flat lines and/on unchanging distance between
conrects and ernons), and Regression pictunes (with accelerati ng errors and/
or dece lerat ing conrects) . Elementary school childnefi r who chart their own
penfonmances daily, have assigned amusing names to various leanning Fictunes
such as rJaws'r 1-d ), trCnossoven Jawsrr (X ), 'rCnash Landingra ( >e ),
and so fonth. Thnough learning pictures even young children can be sensitive to
their own pattenns of growth

The weekly pnocess of decision-making is best onganized on a Learning
Picture Report fonm. Fon.each chant in the set for that week, descnibe the
movement cycle and list its project number. (at this point you may want to
make multiple copies for use on future decision days, so that you wonrt always
have to fill in that part of the form.) Then, if there ane enough data-points to

form a good pictune oven the preceeding two weeks, and the pattenn falls into
one of the categonies marked on the fonm, simply put a check ( l/) in that categony. (lf you need to draw lines through the pattenns in orden to clarify a
veny bouncy picture, consult with your advison if you dontt know what to do.)
lf the pictune shows Gnowth onRegression, but doesnft fit any of the pictunes
on the fonm, dnaw the pictune in the appnopniate box undenrrothen.rt Finally,
if the pictune is a Maintenance pictune, indicate in the appropriate box whether
cornects ane highen than ernors (+), equal to ennons (=), on lgw." than errons (-).
lf you have a one-line or a three-line Maintenance pictune, dnaw it unden the
appnopniately sloped pattenn.
Once youtve classified all youn leanning pictunes fon a given week (and indicated how many weeks the child has been on that pnoject and phase), decide how
to change the Regnession pictunesrrtlsil Plans and wnite a bnief descniption of
the revision (with details on therf ls'r Plan itself). lf the pictune is gnowing on
maintaining, note trno changetr on Itwatch anothertwo weeks.rr You ggy decide
to change some of the Maintenance picturesr rrlS'r Plans in an attempt to produce
gnowth. Seek help and shane wheneven you can!
When yourve finished your decision-making and revisions, count up the numben
of leanning pictures in each of the 3 categonies. Then chart them on a count pen
week chart ( r = Gnowth, A = Maintenance, X= Regnession). Use a diffenent
Learning Pictune Summany chant for each of the 2 sets of charts for alternate
weeks. These summary charts will help you to see youn own progress in refining
your decision-making and programing skills.

